The future is wireless
Amazing sound. Easy to live with

SA air
A new generation of powerful
bluetooth speakers

SA Cockpit
Free app turns your smartphone
into a control center

Award-winning sound since 1984

We make life easier
for music lovers
by Ole Witthøft, founder

The SA legend silverback range is created for people who want
amazingly life-like experiences with music and movies.
It is a revolutionary family of wireless speakers that are simple
to use, easy to live with and offer many connectivity options.
In this magazine I will talk about how easy it is to get the best
from the silverback system: probably the most innovative on
the market and acclaimed by many international awards.
The future is wireless.

The best sound is now affordable, and
wireless
Enjoy music in the best audio quality without having your
home invaded by cables and equipment, and without
spending a fortune.
Until now, the only way to enjoy music at home in the best audio quality was to own an expensive music system with exotic
equipment, custom-built cables and special loudspeakers.
Now there is a new way to enjoy great music experiences. It's
simpler, easier to use and more satisfying to live with ... and
much more affordable than a high-end music system.
SA’s legend 40.2 silverback speaker has achieved Product of the
Year in Norway, Wireless Speaker of the Year in Germany, received the respected Diapason d'Or in France and has risen
above all international rivals to win the Expert Imaging and
Sound Association (EISA) Award for Best Wireless Floorstanding Speaker.
SA’s legend 5.2 silverback has won the prestigious EISA Award
for Best Wireless Speaker and Product of the Year.
Everyone in the family can use them
Digital, wireless speakers from System Audio
SA’s legend silverback family of digital wireless speakers represents a technological breakthrough, which uses the devices
you’re already familiar with.

All you need to experience your favorite music in amazing High
Definition is a smartphone, a pair of silverback wireless speakers
and a small digital control unit. Nothing else.
No amplifier or stacks of source components or speaker cables.
Not only is a SA legend silverback solution significantly more
affordable than a conventional high-end music system, it’s also
up to 80% more energy efficient.

With SA’s legend silverback system, any family member can
enjoy high quality music reproduction from their favorite online
sources, including digital streams and radio. All you need is a
smartphone or tablet and the apps you use every day. You don’t
need to learn how to operate a new user interface.
Stream your music with Chromecast from your Android or with
Airplay from your Apple device. Both technologies are already
integrated with your smartphone and provide better sound quality than CD.
You can also stream using Bluetooth or Spotify Connect, which
are both easy to use.

Many connectivity options
Even though the world's entertainment has moved to the internet, music
lovers still enjoy vinyl and CDs, or high-resolution music from their computer or server.
All these formats require audio that is transmitted through a cable.
Stereo Hub is the digital control unit that acts as the meeting point for all
devices that use a cable.
This means you do not need to abandon traditional audio formats when
upgrading to digital and wireless speakers.
In fact, you’ll get more out of them than ever before.
Stereo Hub also receives audio from your TV, so now you can enjoy fullrange sound from TV broadcasts and movie streams through your silverback speakers with far greater impact than ever before.
With the SA legend silverback system and Stereo Hub, you’ll
get ALL the sound from the widest range of sources:
•

Your Apple Product (Wirelessly via Airplay or Chromecast)

•

Your Android product (wirelessly via Chromecast)

•

Your turntable (via external turntable amplifier)

•

Your CD (coax or analog input)

•

Your computer or server (USB Audio)

•

Your TV (HDMI ARC or optical input)

•

Bluetooth

•

Spotify Connect

Almost invisible
Stereo Hub does not have to be seen to be heard. You
can hide it away if you want to.
The remote control connects using radio frequencies, so you
don’t have to point with it to control the sound.
In fact, you can be up to 20 meters away (even in a completely different room) and still adjust volume, etc.
Stereo Hub joins your network using the Google Home app
the first time you connect it.
In this way, your SA legend silverback music system becomes integrated with your smart home network, which
controls, for example, light, ventilation and entertainment in
all of your rooms.
With Google Assist, you can even operate the system with
your voice.

What’s more, all SA legend silverback speakers are ready to
be part of a wireless 7.1 channel home theater system, offering the option of uncompressed 24/96 high-definition audio
quality.
All of these choices allow you to experience music and movies the way you want to, in amazing sound quality.
If you already have an analog music system but would like to
upgrade to silverback technology sometime in the future,
you can buy the speakers in the passive version called SA
legend.
These are designed to improve the quality of your analog
music system but can be upgraded to offer silverback functionality and convenience at any time.
SA is the only brand that allows you to transition from traditional to new technology.

A little about the background of SA legend silverback
Today, we can stream music from our smartphones in
higher quality and with greater convenience than was ever
possible through physical media.
Hundreds of millions of songs are available through streaming
services and several of them deliver music in higher resolutions
than CD and vinyl.
When combined, the Internet and our Wi-Fi can transport all
the data required for music to arrive in our living rooms with all
its frequencies intact.

Digital technology is the least compromised
Using WiSA technology we can transmit the music signal wirelessly and digitally in high definition without losing musical information and completely without changing the sound (unlike
cables in an analog music system)
SA legend silverback speakers have up to four built-in amplifiers
in each speaker with a combined power of up to 560W
Each amplifier is custom-tailored to drive each speaker element
with the greatest efficiency

To enjoy this rhythmically rich, full-frequency experience, you’ll
need to upgrade traditional analog equipment, speakers and
cables.

With the aid of Digital Signal Processing, we can extend the
speaker's frequency range so that it reproduces a wider range of
notes than a typical passive speaker

SA legend silverback is that upgrade.

The control of digital technology ensures that you hear all the
instruments making up the music, even when you play at low
volume

The biggest technological breakthrough in audio for
40 years
Until now, great audio experiences have been available only to
those willing to invest a lot of money in a high-end music system.
And the expense is only the beginning.
High-end system building also requires the knowledge and time
needed to test combinations of components - cables for instance - to achieve the best result.
However, these experiments will only end in a compromise because, as hi-fi afficionados have always understood, the perfect
cable does not exist.
So, when it comes to analog technology, the best compromise is
also the biggest limitation.

With SA Room Service we can adapt the speaker’s sound to the
acoustics of the room, giving you a more authentic music experience.
Digitalization technology as represented by the SA legend silverback range is the biggest upgrade in audio quality for 40 years.
No other technology has delivered greater improvements in
sound quality, convenience, and price.
People who love great sound have been waiting for this moment
since the advent of digital recording in the 80s.
Now you can experience it all through your own ears.

SA Cockpit
A simple and revolutionary App that turns your
smartphone into a control center for Stereo Hub and your
wireless SA legend silverback speakers.
SA Cockpit gives you access to the innovative SA products
connected to your network.
The app contains:
• Remote control with volume control, input selector, on / off,
etc.
• Control over speakers and sound in multiple rooms
• Playing music from your streaming service
• Setting up 2 to 8 Silverback speakers in a music system or
home theater with Dolby Atmos
• Room correction with SA Room Service, which adapts the
sound of the speakers to the acoustics of the room
• Manual equalizer, that allows you to fine-tune the sound exactly the way you want it
• Service function that wirelessly connect speakers + remote
control and check the system settings
• Automatic analysis of your system if you need help. Your system will send an automatic service report on your demand

Integration of all functions

Together with your smartphone, SA Cockpit gives you full control over all functions of your wireless music system. You don’t
have to search for your remote control, because it is already in
SA Cockpit. If you want to hear music in another room, just use
SA Cockpit to move the sound. You can play music from your
streaming service through the SA Cockpit, optimize the sound
to the acoustics of your room and fine-tune it with the manual
equalizer. Setup of the complete system is simple with SA
Cockpit, and if you need help it can send a status report at your
command to our service department, without you having to do
more.

If you want the best sound, you need room correction
Room correction is possibly the biggest upgrade you can
make to your music system. After all, great loudspeakers
will only reveal their full potential when adapted to the
room.
Your room and its shape are critical to the sound within it.
Room furniture, floors and walls reflect and color the sound
before it reaches your ears.
This means that you’re not only receiving the sound from your
speakers and your music system when you listen to music.
You’re also hearing how the acoustics of your room affect the
sound.

The room has a great influence on the sound
For example, the bass from a speaker placed close to a wall will
sound twice as powerful as bass from a speaker placed away
from the wall.
The same loudspeaker has six times as much bass when placed
in a room corner.
The room's acoustics will also absorb certain frequencies, so
you’ll never hear them. Some notes, or parts of them, will simply
disappear.
This means that the sound we experience in-room can be quite
different from the sound on the recording.
In other words, we hear a changed and colored version of the
original recording when it’s played through a music system in
the room.
The same applies for every type of music played at any volume
no matter how much money you’ve spent on your music system.
Room acoustics will always place limits on the quality of the
sound you hear.

What you can do about it
Professional recording studios are designed with acoustic panels
on walls and ceilings to minimize the impact of room acoustics,
but few of us want to live that way.
If you would rather not suffer the trouble, expense, and aesthetic cost of installing acoustic panels, there is only one other way
to upgrade the sound experience in your room.
It's called room correction.
Until now, building room correction into a music system has
been difficult and expensive, limiting its wider use.
However, today’s digital technology makes it easier to apply
room correction, so you needn’t spend a fortune to get this upgrade.
In fact, all you need is a smartphone.
For room correction we have created SA Room Service. It’s a
simple but ingenious part of SA Cockpit that measures the
acoustics of your room, calculates a room correction, and upgrades the sound.
It sets new standards of performance and convenience above
the capabilities of traditional music systems.

Play seriously with sound
RAM TWEAKS are full range sound optimizations that
you download from the internet and install in your silverback speakers. It gives you the opportunity to adjust and
trim the sound in new ways.
RAM TWEAKS are digital files that optimize the sound using a
variety of advanced technologies.

All music lovers are familiar with tweaks to analog music systems, involving a new cable or amplifier to improve the sound.
Digital RAM TWEAKS are far more effective and create greater
audible differences than tweaks to analog music systems.
You can adjust the speaker sound to the acoustics of your room,
making the system sound bigger, and the bass deeper than
you've ever heard before. Or you can make the soundstage more
precise. It’s also possible to optimize the speaker's acoustics
when it’s placed close to a wall.
There are many options.

Welcome to a new world of optimal music experiences.
RAM TWEAKS are free and easy to use.
Update with the latest knowhow
Inside each silverback speaker is an advanced Digital Signal Processor (DSP) that processes the audio signal and keeps track of
all aspects of the sound.
The advanced DSP is a key component of the speaker’s design
and DSP technologies are always in development.
At System Audio, we want to give you the opportunity to update your music experiences with the latest technological advances.
Which is why we invented RAM TWEAKS.
Now you can update your speakers with our latest knowhow
and the best sound.
But processing is just a part of building a great digital speaker.

The sound balance of Silverback speakers is almost perfect in your
home. RAM TWEAKS allows you to fine-tune it.

Digital begins with analog superiority
A truly musical and engaging digital speaker is more than just
technology. We need a superior analog speaker to begin with.

The sound of our speakers is the result of decades of design
expertise dedicated to achieving the ideal balance between
cabinet shape, size, material, driver complement and acoustic
system.
The hand-built silverback drive units for instance, are crafted
with care and precision. Once the system is specified it is subjected to many critical auditions by our listening panel.
This means that before any digital magic is applied, we have
created and shaped the performance of the speaker to our
best ability.

Therefore, when you experience the sound of a System Audio
speaker, you’re hearing the technology working in unison with
a passion for speaker design and sound quality.
In this respect, RAM TWEAKS are an extremely practical
digital enhancement to a superior analog design.

Choose from several ideal solutions
As we know, the sound in your room is the product of speaker and room acoustics. In the bass, we have SA Room
Service technology to create the ideal in-room sound, but for other frequencies a different tool is needed.
Some rooms have lots of furnishings, others not so many. Some rooms have a warm and friendly sound, while others sound hard.
That's why we have different RAM TWEAKS for the same speaker.
All RAM TWEAKS are created as ideal solutions, but one of them will fit you and your room perfectly.
The differences are not small
They are big. While tweaks in analog music systems are sometimes difficult to detect, RAM TWEAKS can bring
noticeable improvements according to your preferences, without coloring the sound or losing quality.

RAM TWEAKS can:
•
Optimize the sound of the speaker
•

Extend the speaker’s frequency range

•

Remove even microscopic coloration in the sound

•

Define the sound balance of the speaker at any given volume

•

Determine the frequency range of each drive unit

•

Control the delay of each frequency

•

Create a transparent and accurate sound stage

•

Reconfigure the speaker from e.g. 2.5-way to 3-way or 4-way

•

Protect the speaker from overload

RAM TWEAKS influence the structure of the sound. The experience of lightness and clarity. The quality of sound
when you play at low volume. The energy of the music and rhythmic drive.
Every tweak has been thoroughly tested. It is built on evidence and documented in a way that far surpasses tweaks
in analog music systems.
You are free to choose from the tweaks available to your speaker or choose another if a tweak doesn’t suit you.
You can change the RAM TWEAK in your speakers as often as you like.

SA legend silverback family

SA Cockpit
Our revolutionary app with
speaker setup, room correction, Manual EQ and other
amazing options.

Real progress

Innovative

Flexible

SA legend 60.2 silverback has a frequency
response down to 17 Hz, 4 built-in digital
amplifiers, digital lossless crossover and specially designed speaker elements in a technological league of its own.

SA legend 40.2 silverback is a magically musical speaker.

SA legend 10.2 silverback is a powerful
speaker with 3 built-in digital amplifiers, digital lossless crossover and DSP.

Enjoy your music with greater dynamics and
vibrancy than ever before.

It has 4 built-in digital amplifiers with a total
output of 300 watts. The frequency response
is extremely linear down to 20 Hz. It has a
digital and lossless crossover and built-in
DSP.

It will play a natural part in any home theater
or music system to let you enjoy its clean and
effortless sound.

Technical specifications

SA legend 60.2 silverback

SA legend 40.2 silverback

SA legend 10.2 silverback

Dimensions
(WxHxD) cm

20 x 118 x 33.5

19 x 95.5 x 26.5

50.4 x 19 x 26.5

Recom.
placement

Floor, 10-30 cm from wall

Gulv, 10-30 cm from wall

Shelf or stand

Frequency
range

17 - 25.000 Hz +/- 1.5 dB

20-25.000 Hz +/- 1.5 dB

30-25.000 Hz +/- 1.5 dB

Finish

White satin / Black satin /
Walnut

Whie satin / Black satin /
Walnut

White satin / Black satin /
Walnut

Built-in
amplifiers

560 Watt (4-way active)

300 Watt (4-way active)

225 Watt (3-way active)

Limited edition in walnut finish
Silverback speakers are available as a Limited Edition in a beautiful walnut finish. Ask your SA dealer for availability.

Modern

Convincing

Stereo Hub

SA legend 7.2 silverback is only 14 cm deep
and takes sound from wall speakers to a new
level.

SA legend 5.2 silverback is an active compact
speaker with a surprisingly big and musical
sound.

The connection hub for audio devices such as
your turntable, TV, smartphone, computer,
CD etc.

It has two built-in digital amplifiers with a
total power of 150 watts, digital lossless
crossovers and DSP.

Stereo Hub has built-in Chromecast, Airplay,
Bluetooth, Spotify Connect, analog and digital inputs, as well as HDMI.

It has 3 built-in digital amplifiers, a digital
lossless crossover and DSP. It can be used
vertically and horizontally. Front grilles for
both applications are included. Built-in wall
brackets.

It transmits the audio wirelessly to silverback
speakers using WiSA technology.

Technical specifications

SA legend 7.2 silverback

SA legend 5.2 silverback

Dimensions
(WxHxD) cm

28.6 x 47 x 15.4

19 x 32 x 26.5

Recomm.
placement

Wall or shelf

Wall, shelf or stand

Frequency range 30-25.000 Hz +/- 1.5 dB

40-25.000 Hz +/- 1.5 dB

Finish

White satin / Black satin /
Walnut

White satin / Black satin /
Walnut

Built-in
amplifiers

225 Watt (3-way active)

150 Watt (2-way active)

A new generation of powerful Bluetooth-speakers
The sound sets new standards and the speakers have many
connectivity options. They are built to last and use very
little electrical power.
We have high ambitions with our new family of powerful Bluetooth speakers, we call Air. They are made for music lovers and
we have paid special attention to the sound experience.
The speakers are built of wood and we have designed special
drive units only for these speakers to make the sound as lifelike
as possible. The Air technology platform inside the speaker has
up to 4 powerful digital amplifiers with built-in 32-bit floating
point processors that deliver the sound in a high resolution and
without loss.
If terms like’32-bit floating point’ seem a bit unusual in a Bluetooth speaker, you’re right!
Air is built of the best we have … and at a level you don’t see
every day.
You also find the latest Bluetooth 5.0 technology, so you can
stream music, radio and podcasts from your smartphone
without hassle.
Connect a turntable to Air and enjoy that we have selected components of the best quality to the dedicated phono input to give
you the best sound.
Upgrade the sound from your TV by connecting it to Air. Use
the speaker’s optical and analog inputs to listen to music from
CD, computer etc.

The speaker can charge your smartphone and we have made the
Air technology upgradable so it can always be updated with our
latest knowhow.
Connect a subwoofer or another Air speaker to you speakers!
Air is created to be the connection point for all your sound experiences and its solid construction means that it will be the
center of your party without complaints.
These 100 % digital speakers use only 0.5 Watts in standby and
we provide our 7-year factory warranty.

All you need
Upgrade your sound and enjoy how simple a great music
system can be.
SA air 9 is a 100% digital speaker that does’nt take up much
space.
With 4 built-in amplifiers, phono input, Bluetooth 5.0, optical,
analog inputs and incredible big sound, you need nothing more.
Enjoy the superior stereo sound from this powerful and beautifully crafted speaker. With its virtually endless connection possibilities (incl. TV ARC), SA air 9 offers far better listening experiences than a traditional music system at a 3 times higher price.
SA air 9 sounds better than any soundbar and it’s just as easy to
set up. The award-winning acoustics and premium DSP make it
sound like a much bigger speaker.
It is available in three finishes, all with magnetic front grilles.
The speaker can charge your smartphone and SA air 9 is upgradable, so it can always be updated with our latest knowledge
about sound.
We have paid extra attention to the quality of the components in
the phono input stage, to give you the best music experiences.

SA air 9 is available in 3 beautiful finishes

Air speakers use the best Bluetooth 5.0 technology with a highquality long range receiver, so you will not experience drop-outs
in sound.

Best single speaker
on the market
SA air 1 is a complete entertainment system and a superb
Bluetooth speaker.
SA air 1 is a Bluetooth speaker for your living room, home office, kitchen and wherever you need amazing sound.
You can stream music wirelessly from your smartphone using
Bluetooth. SA air 1 uses the best Bluetooth 5.0 technology with
a high-quality long range receiver.
Connect a turntable to the dedicated phono input, where we
have taken extra care of the components, to give you the best
sound.
Upgrade the sound from your TV when you connect it to SA air
1. Use the speaker’s optical and analog inputs to listen to music
from CD, computer etc.
SA air 1 is available in white/walnut and
black/brushed black.

SA air 1 can charge your smartphone and it’s upgradable so it
can always be updated with our latest knowledge about sound.

Bass will never be the same again
Air presents a digital revolution that will change loudspeakers forever.
It’s called digital signal processing and it makes the sound bigger and deeper than ever before.
You can even hear the bass when you listen to music at low volume. It’s impossible with a traditional music system.

You have to hear it.

Technical specifications
SA air 9

SA air 1

Dimensions
(WxHxD) cm

16 x 28.5 x 23.2

29.5 x 17 x
16.3

Recomm.
placement

Wall, shelf or
stand

Shelf or table

Frequency range 40-25.000 Hz +/- 3 dB

45-25.000 Hz +/- 3 dB

Finish

White satin / Black satin /
Walnut

White / Walnut
Black / Brushed black

Built-in
amplifiers

4 x 90 Watt (2-way active)

90 Watt (2-way active)

Standby power

0.5 Watt

0.5 Watt

Remote control

Yes

Yes

Input

Bluetooth 5.0 SBC

Bluetooth 5.0 SBC

Turntable (RIAA)

Turntable (RIAA)

2 x digital optical

2 x digital optical

TV ARC

TV ARC

Line in - analog (RCA)

Line in - analog (RCA)

Aux - analog (3.5 mm minijack)

Aux - analog (3.5 mm minijack)

Sub out - analog (RCA) to active
subwoofer or additional Air speaker

Sub out - analog (RCA) to active
subwoofer or additional Air speaker

Output

To secondary speaker with 5.5
meter interconnect cable (white)

Choose walnut
Silverback speakers are available as a Limited Edition in a beautiful walnut finish.
Ask your SA dealer for availability.

System Audio A/S - Langebjerg 35A - 4000 Roskilde - Denmark - info@system-audio.com - www.system-audio.com
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Award-winning sound since 1984

7 year
factory warranty
We provide a 7-year factory warranty
when you register your SA speakers with
us.
Most of the speaker’s parts are covered
by the warranty and show our dedication
to our work.

Follow the sound
SA is created out of love and fascination
for music.
Our speakers have a sound character
where you can easily hear what is being
said or sung.
You easily hear the sound of each instrument and it’s easy to follow the rhytm.

The best loudspeaker cable is not a cable
The wireless technology in our Silverback speakers is called WiSA.

It is the only wireless technology created for transmission of high quality sound in music
systems and Home Theaters.
WiSA transmit High Definition sound in a resolution called 24/96.
It is same high quality that is used in the majority of studios where music is recorded, as well
as in the film industry.
Sound does not lose quality when transmitted with WiSA. Even the best cables degrade the
sound, but it does’nt happen with WiSA.
WiSA is a standard supported by more than 60 brands. This means that Silverback speakers work wirelessly with TVs, streamers etc. from other brands that use WiSA.

Look for the WiSA logo.

The future is wireless
The entertainment of the future is digital and wireless. Since 2007, music and film
has moved away from physical media to streamed services.
Digital media are now developed to such an extent that we can enjoy music experiences
with streaming that was never available with physical media.
Previously, you needed an expensive music system with exotic devices and special cables
if you wanted to experience music in amazing life-like quality.
With our award-winning Silverback technology we have simplified the music system so you
no longer need cables and a lot of equipment.
Silverback improve the audio experience compared to traditional technology and gives you
authentic experiences that was not available with traditional technology.
Our digital wireless technology is better, easier to live with and cheaper than a High End
music system.

Award-winning sound
since 1984
System Audio has won more than 150 awards and recognitions since 1984.
Our products have been Test winners, Product of the
Year, Best Product, Best Buy and they have received
special recommendations over the years.
SA also wins international design and innovation
awards, as well as business awards.
We want for you to have magic moments with the music
you love.
Our message: Use your ears.

SA legend silverback family

This is innovation
for music lovers
SA legend silverback is a unique family
of active speakers with High Definition
sound.

Stereo Hub

SA Cockpit

Connection point for audio devices
such as your turntable, TV, smartphone, computer, CD etc.

Our revolutionary App
with room correction and
Manuel EQ.

Stereo Hub has built-in Chromecast,
Airplay, Bluetooth, Spotify Connect,
analog and digital inputs, as well as
HDMI.

Connect them to the preamp of your music system. Use them wirelessly together
with Stereo Hub or a similar WiSA transmitter.
Each speaker has 2-4 built-in digital amplifiers of up to 560 Watts, lossless digital
active crossovers, digital signal processor (DSP) and is ready for use in a wireless home theater with up to 7.1 channels of uncompressed audio in 24/96
High Definition quality.

Transmits the audio wirelessly to
Silverback speakers using WiSA
technology.

Real progress

Innovative

Flexible

Modern

Convincing

SA legend 60.2 silverback has a
frequency response down to 17
Hz, 4 built-in digital amplifiers,
digital lossless crossover and special designed speaker elements in
a technological league for itself.
Enjoy your music more present
and vibrant than ever before.

SA legend 40.2 silverback is a truly
musical speaker.
It has 4 built-in digital amplifiers with
a total output of 300 Watts. The
frequency response is extremely
linear and ranges down to 20 Hz. It
has a digital and lossless crossover
and built-in DSP.

SA legend 10.2 silverback is a
powerful speaker with 3 built-in
digital amplifiers, digital lossless
crossover and DSP.
It easily takes any place in a home theater or music system to let
you enjoy its clean and effortless
sound.

SA legend 7.2 silverback is only 14
cm deep and it takes sound from
wall speakers to a new level. It has
3 built-in digital amplifiers, a digital
lossless crossover and DSP. It can
be used vertically and horizontally.
Front grilles for both applications
are included. Built-in wall brackets.

SA legend 5.2 silverback is an
active compact speaker with a
surprising big and musical sound.
It has two built-in digital amplifiers
with a total power of 150 Watts,
digital lossless crossovers and
DSP.

SA legend family

Built of the best
we’ve got
The speakers in the SA legend family are
based on System Audio's many years of
experience in high-quality speakers.
All components are specially designed.

SA legend is created for high performance music systems and home theaters and
are the only speakers on the market that
can be upgraded from passive to active
whenever you want.

Extreme energy
SA legend sub 12 is the most powerful
active subwoofer we have ever built.

In the upgraded version, the speakers are
called SA legend silverback. See the opposite page.

It is made for the SA legend family but
it works well with any other speaker
that needs bass of the highest quality.

Powerful

Engaging

Dynamic

Future-proof

Life-like

SA legend 60.2 is a sophisticated
and involving speaker.
Any music form is conveyed with
power and finesse. The special
drive units are developed from its
predecessor: SA pandion. Can
be upgraded to the fully active
SA legend 60.2 silverback.

SA legend 40.2 looks smaller than
it sounds. Your eyes see a floor
speaker that fits in everywhere
and your ears hear a performance
of a much larger speaker. Everything is specially designed by SA.
Can be upgraded to the fully active SA legend 40.2 silverback.

SA legend 10.2 is a universal
speaker that can take any place
in a music system or home theater.
It will delight its users with an
extreme musicality. Can be upgraded to the fully active SA legend 10.2 silverback.

SA legend 7.2 is 14.4 cm deep
and built to hang on the wall. Use
it in your music system or home
theater and enjoy its amazing
clean sound and musicality. Wall
brackets are built-in. Can be upgraded to the fully active SA legend 7.2 silverback.

SA legend 5.2 is a compact
speaker that delivers big sound.
Every component is designed by
SA and gives the speaker exceptional durability and musical finesse. Can be upgraded to the
fully active SA legend 5.2 silverback.

Made for everyone

SA saxo family

SA saxo is a family of speakers for the economically conscious music and movie lover.
You can hear everything from rock, pop, classical and jazz. You may prefer vinyl, streaming
and much more.
The SA saxo speakers are designed to bring
out the greatest possible listening pleasure in
your music and films.
All you need to do is discover which model is
best for you.

W.5
Wall bracket for:
SA saxo 1, 5 and 10
SA saxo active 3 and 7
SA legend 5 and 10
SA legend silverback 5 and 10

Entertaining

Unconventional

Unique

Better

SA saxo 60 does something
amazing with music.
It takes it off the stage and into
the present moment in your living
room.
When you want, SA saxo 60 will
play as loud as you ever want.

SA saxo 40 is a floor speaker in a
new format.
It is smaller than a regular floor
speaker, but the sound is big
thanks to a whole new type of
woofer that does not require a
large cabinet and our tweeter with
the DTX acoustic lens.

SA saxo 16 fits in and the sound
stands out.
With a physical depth of just 10.5
cm it fits in everywhere. Delivered with two front grilles, so you
can choose whether the speaker
should hang horizontally or vertically.

SA saxo 10 gives you big sound,
elegant design and a top quality
finish. Use it in your music system or home theater. Each
speaker comes with two front
grilles, so you can choose to
place it horizontally or vertically.
Prepared for wall bracket W.5.

WB2
Wall bracket for:
SA saxo 1 og 10

SA air family

All you need
Upgrade your sound and enjoy
how simple a great music system
can be.
With 4 built-in amplifiers, phono
input, Bluetooth 5.0, optical, analog inputs and incredible big
sound you need nothing more.
Prepared for W.5 wall bracket.

Tasteful

Musical

Classic

Power house

All-in-one

SA saxo 6 has the size of a piece of
A4 paper when you see it from the
front. As a wall speaker with a
depth of just 10.5 cm, it finds its
way to places where ordinary speakers can’t go. Delivered with two
front grilles. You choose whether to
hang horizontally or vertically.

SA saxo 5 is a charming
loudspeaker.
It creates music experiences in a
present and life-like way. You will
hardly find a speaker with more
personality than this. Prepared
for the W.5 wall bracket.

SA saxo 1 is only 25 cm tall and
13 cm wide.
Yet you will be surprised by its
big sound.
It is the market's best minispeaker. Prepared for WB2 and
W.5 wall brackets.

SA saxo sub 10 takes you far
when you want to experience the
energy and depth in your music
and movies.
Use it with any speaker in the
saxo family.

SA air 1 is a complete entertainment system and a superb Bluetooth speaker.
SA air 1 is a Bluetooth speaker
for your living room, home office,
kitchen and whereever you need
amazing sound.

SA legend 7.2
silverback

SA legend 5.2
silverback

SA legend 60.2 SA legend 40.2 SA legend 10.2 SA legend 7.2

SA legend 5.2

SA legend 60.2
silverback

SA legend 40.2 SA legend 10.2
silverback
silverback

Dimensions
(WxHxD) cm

20 x 118 x 33.5

19 x 95.5 x
26.5

50.4 x 19 x 26.5 28.6 x 47 x 15.4 19 x 32 x 26.5

20 x 118 x 33.5

19 x 95.5 x
26.5

50.4 x 19 x 26.5 28.6 x 47 x 15.4 19 x 32 x 26.5

Recommended
amplifier min.

-

-

-

70 Watts

70 Watts

Recommended
placement

SA legend
sub 12
42 x 42 x 44

70 Watts

70 Watts

-

Shelf or wall

Wall, shelf or
stand

Floor

225 Watts

225 Watts

150 Watts

-

30-25.000 Hz
+/- 1.5 dB

35-25.000 Hz
+/- 1.5 dB

35-25.000 Hz
+/- 1.5 dB

40-25.000 Hz
+/- 1.5 dB

22-140 Hz
Variable

8 ohms

4-8 ohms

4-8 ohms

4-8 ohms

4-8 ohms

-

White satin
Black satin

White satin
Black satin

White satin
Black satin

White satin
Black satin

White satin
Black satin

White satin
Black satin

White satin
Black satin

225 Watts
(3-way active)

150 Watts
(2-way active)

-

-

-

-

-

380 Watts

SA saxo 10

SA saxo 6

SA saxo 5

SA saxo 1

SA saxo
sub 10

SA air 9

SA air 1

16.5 x 84.5 x 25 22 x 51 x 10.5

13 x 38 x 20

20 x 31x 10.5

16.5 x 28 x 23

13 x 25 x 20

32 x 32 x 32

16 x 28.5 x
23.2

29.5 x 17 x
16.3

50 Watts

30 Watts

50 Watts

30 Watts

50 Watts

30 Watts

-

-

-

Recommended
placement

Floor, 10-30 cm
from back wall

Floor, 10-30 cm Wall, ceiling or
from back wall
shelf

Wall, shelf or
stand

Wall, ceiling or
shelf

Wall, shelf or
stand

Wall, shelf or
stand

Floor

Wall, shelf or
stand

Shelf or table

Power handling

170 Watt

135 Watt

120 Watt

120 Watt

80 Watt

150 Watt

80 Watt

-

-

-

Frequency range 40 - 25.000 Hz
+/- 3 dB

40-25.000 Hz
+/- 3 dB

55-25.000 Hz
+/- 3 dB

55-25.000 Hz
+/- 3 dB

60-25.000 Hz
+/- 3 dB

50-25.000 Hz
+/- 3 dB

60-25.000 Hz
+/- 3 dB

35-120 Hz
-3 dB

40-25.000 Hz
+/- 3 dB

45-25.000 Hz
+/- 3dB

Impedance

4-8 ohms

4-8 ohms

4-8 ohms

4-8 ohms

4-8 ohms

4-8 ohms

4-8 ohms

-

-

-

Finish

White satin
Black satin

White satin
Black satin

White satin
Black satin

White satin
Black satin

White satin
Black satin

White satin
Black satin

White satin
Black satin

White satin
Black satin

White + Black
satin. Walnut

White / walnut
Brushed Black

Built-in amplifier

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

250 Watts

4 x 90 Watts

2 x 90 Watts

-

-

70 Watts

Floor, 10-30 cm Floor, 10-30 cm Shelf or stand
from back wall
from back wall

Wall or shelf

Wall, shelf or
stand

Floor, 10-30 cm Floor, 15-35 cm Shelf or stand
from back wall from back wall

Power handling

-

-

-

-

-

560 Watts

300 Watts

Frequency range

17 - 25.000 Hz
+/- 1.5 dB

20-25.000 Hz
+/- 1.5 dB

30-25.000 Hz
+/- 1.5 dB

30-25.000 Hz
+/- 1.5 dB

40-25.000 Hz
+/- 1.5 dB

30-25.000 Hz
+/- 1.5 dB

Impedance

-

-

-

-

-

Finish

White satin
Black satin

White satin
Black satin

White satin
Black satin

White satin
Black satin

Built-in amplifier

560 Watts
(4-way active)

300 Watts
(4-way active)

225 Watts
(3-way active)

SA saxo 60

SA saxo 40

SA saxo 16

Dimensions
(WxHxD) cm

16.5 x 96 x 26

Recommended
amplifier min.

50 Watts
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